
CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

“Within five minutes of talking with AFEX, we thought ‘this is exactly what we need.’... No one 
else combines this kind of API technology with the financial backbone and the depth of the 
AFEX payments network.”

Jon Dobson, CEO
PayRecs



PayRecs is a fintech start-up providing a unique receivables 
solution for mid-market businesses selling products and 
services abroad. Their solution automates invoicing, incoming 
payments collection and reconciliation, as well as currency 
risk management. It reduces hidden costs for their clients 
and their clients’ customers, reduces errors, and streamlines 
the process. 

With a technology platform serving a real need in the 
market. PayRecs’ founders needed a partner to help 
them scale rapidly.

Jon Dobson - Co-founder and CEO
Steve Habegger - Co-founder and CTO

By partnering with AFEX, PayRecs was able to go to market quickly and engage in 
substantive conversations with clients:

Immediate proof of concept, giving the sales team momentum.

Automated reconciliation and reporting function reduces errors.

Greater visibility of processes adds operational efficiency and scalability.

A streamlined solution to offer clients: 
improve cashflow, decrease fraud and 
eliminate hidden fees and currency risk.

Real-time conversions: PayRecs clients can invoice customers in 36 
different currencies, leveraging PayRecs’ intelligent invoicing and the AFEX 
payments infrastructure.

Tailored process: AFEX and PayRecs collaboratively designed a custom 
workflow for high volumes of incoming payments.

A partner who could provide a global 
payments, compliance and regulatory 
infrastructure without PayRecs needing 
to invest time and resource.

Capable of managing high volumes 
of incoming and outgoing payments 
in multiple currencies.

Speed to market: PayRecs links via API into the AFEX payments 
infrastructure, licensing foundation, and compliance framework for efficient 
client onboarding, eliminating the need to build out their own capability.

Efficient real-time pricing in clients’ 
currencies and in their customers’ 
currencies delivered by technology 
compatible to PayRecs’ own.

Lower risk and no hidden fees for clients: transparent, efficient and secure.
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If you’d like to learn more about how AFEX API solutions help clients like 
PayRecs, or discuss ways we might be able to help you or your clients streamline 

the global payments process, please visit apisolutions.afex.com or contact 
Laura McLoughlin, Parternships Director, AFEX Americas

T: +1 818-728-3814 E: lmcloughlin@afex.com


